Statement from the Indiana Academy of the Social Sciences and Board of Directors
Established in 1929 and incorporated in 1937, the Academy exists to foster communication and collaboration among social scientists across the public and private colleges and universities of Indiana. The Academy is dedicated to the objectives of supporting social science research and dialogue and to promoting the value and visibility of the social sciences in Indiana while providing an environment in which social scientists across the state can interact in cooperation and friendship. The Academy holds an annual meeting and produces Endnotes (IASS newsletter) and publishes the *Midwest Social Sciences Journal*. The Academy currently recognizes all areas of scholarship that utilize social science perspectives and methods.
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- **Margarita Rayzberg** (2023–2026)
  Valparaiso University
  margarita.rayzberg@valpo.edu

- **Maureen Rutherford** (2023–2026)
  Indiana University Northwest
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